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magnetic dipole moment 
of muon

torque experienced in external magnetic field, 
spin -> intrinsic magnetic dipole moment,  
experiment measures how fast spin rotates



g – 2 experiment at BNL
E821 (1999 - 2006):  
aμ = 0.001 165 920 89 (63) (±0.54 ppm)  



Standard Model prediction

SM prediction

BNL E821
this talk



SM contributions
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Figure 18: The pie diagrams in the left- and right-hand columns show the fractions of the

total contributions and (errors)2, respectively, coming from various energy intervals in the
dispersion integrals (2) and (13). The pie diagrams for the LO hadronic contribution to

g − 2, shown in the first row, correspond to sub-contributions with energy boundaries at
mπ, 0.6, 0.9, 1.4, 2 GeV and ∞, whereas for the hadronic contribution to the QED coupling,
shown in the second row, the boundaries are at mπ, 0.6, 0.9, 1.4, 2, 4, 11.09 GeV and ∞. In the

(error)2 pie diagrams we also included the (error)2 arising from the treatment of the radiative
corrections to the data.

sum of the exclusive channels is better determined. This has prompted us to re-investigate the
sum-rule analysis including the new data in the input. We now find good agreement of the

sum-rules with the world average value of αs if the sum of exclusive channels is used, which is
slightly higher than the inclusive data, and a worsened agreement if inclusive data are input.

We therefore now use the exclusive data, which are also more accurate.

Furthermore, new much more accurate BES data are seen to be in perfect agreement with

the pQCD predictions of e+e− → hadrons in the range from 2.6 GeV up to the charm threshold.
We therefore use pQCD in this region, but with a conservative error of about 3.5% corresponding

to the accuracy of the latest BES data. Use of pQCD from 2 GeV would result in a slight shift
(−1.2 · 10−10 for aµ), with an even stronger preference for the exclusive data in the sum-rule
analysis, see Fig. 12.

In summary, we find the updated LO and HO hadronic vacuum-polarisation corrections to

be
ahad,LOVP
µ = (694.91± 4.27) · 10−10 , (16)

ahad,HOVP
µ = (−9.84± 0.07) · 10−10 . (17)
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future3.6σ

BNL E821 statistically limited

expected 
improvement

goal: 0.14 ppm 
	 20x data

7.5σ if same 
central values

BNL E821

Theory

x10-11
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principles of the experiment



principles of the experiment

1. source of polarized muons (0.95 polarization) 

2. precession proportional to (g – 2) 

3. magic momentum 

4. parity violating decay (positron reports on spin)



1. source of polarized muons

• pion decay into muon 

• it’s parity violating decay 

• spin prefers opposite direction to momentum  
(for positive pion) 

• pions come from protons hitting Li target



1. source of polarized muons
Recycler Ring 

Beam Transfer and 
Delivery Ring 

Muon Campus 

Overview of beam plan 
• Recycler 

‒ 8 GeV protons from Booster 
‒ Re-bunched in Recycler  
‒ New connection from Recycler 

to P1 line (existing connection 
is from Main Injector) 

• Target station 
– Target 
– Focusing (lens) 
– Selection of magic momentum 

• Beamlines / Delivery Ring 
‒ P1 to P2 to M1 line to target 
‒ Target to M2 to M3 to 

Delivery Ring 
‒ Proton removal 
‒ Extraction line (M4) to g-2 

stub to ring in MC1 building 

Target Station 

3 1/12/12 Mary Convery 

Booster



2. precession proportional to g – 2

s
p

(a) g 2

s
p

(b) g 2

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the muon spin and momentum vectors for a muon orbiting in a magnetic field
when (a) g 2 and (b) g 2.

National Lab (BNL) experiment described in this thesis.
In the CERN I experiment, polarized muons were injected into a 6 m long magnet. Once in the 1.5 T

magnet, muons traveled horizontally in a spiraling orbit from one end of the magnet to the other, as shown
in Figure 1.7(a). This type of motion was created by carefully shimming the magnetic field to be parabolic
in the vertical direction

B y B0 1 ay by2 (1.29)

where B0 determined the average radius of the orbit, the strength of the gradient a caused each orbit to
advance along the magnet, and a non-zero coefficient b produced a quadratic field, which provided vertical
focusing. The step size of the orbital ’walking’ was gradually increased by increasing the a coefficient along
the length of the magnet. At the magnet exit, the gradient was large enough to allow the muons to escape
from the field. As the muons exited, they were stopped in a methylene-iodide target and the polarization was
determined by measuring the asymmetry of the decay electrons. The amount the muon spin had precessed
relative to the momentum was determined by the amount of time spent in the magnetic field, or in other
words the number of orbits. The number of orbits had a natural variance depending on the exact y-position
at which the muon entered the apparatus. Rather than relying on a forward and backward detector, each with
its own efficiency and characteristics, a pulsed magnetic field was used to alternately rotate the muon spin
by 90o prior to injection. The average asymmetry versus time is plotted in Figure 1.7(b). The data from
CERN I does not visually appear to be much more precise than the Garwin data shown in Figure 1.5(a),
however the CERN I experiment measures the anomaly directly. Therefore, the precision of 3 10 3 on aµ
achieved by the CERN I experiment

aexpµ 1965 0 001 162 5 4300 ppm (1.30)
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3. magic momentum

• select γ = 29.3, muon momentum 3.094 GeV

• electric quadrupole used for vertical focusing



4. parity 
violating 
decay

• muon -> electron and two neutrinos 

• electron carries information on muon’s spin 

• positron prefers spin direction 

• electron would prefer opposite direction



single event



collect billions of events



extract frequency ωa



measure magnetic field
• pulsed NMR with free induction decay 

• to measure Larmor frequency of proton ωp 

• in the same magnetic field B

Status of E821 Fixed NMR Probes 

• Completed testing over 300 probes 

• About 100 probes gave good FID signals 

• Remainder had 1 or more consistent failures 

– Loss of water – resulting in shell corrosion 

– Poor connections between co-ax braid and probe 

– Poor connections between coils and probe parts 

– Stress of removing shell breaks connections  

• Modifications (avoid failures) 

3/21/2014 3 Muon G-2 Collaboration Meeting 



combine together



old ring, new instrumentation



accelerator
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260 BEAM RATE SIMULATIONS

Figure 8.10: Momentum distribution of muons in START (blue), VD5 (green), and DRR (red,
after five turns around DR) virtural detectors.

through the apertures of magnets in the extraction optics. Therefore, the intensity of the
muon beam reduces merely due to muon decays. Assuming three revolutions of the beam
in the DR, the total number of magic-momentum muons (�pµ/pmagic = ±0.5%) per proton
on target at the downstream face of the last beamline magnet is 2.3⇥ 10�7. However, as it
will be discussed below, only a fraction of these muons will survive injection into the (g� 2)
storage ring.

Using 1.2 ⇥ 1010 incident protons on target, MARS and G4beamline tracking simulations
were performed to obtain a sample of about 10,000 muons in the STOP detector2. Physics
parameters of these muons were recorded into an output file to be used as input for the
studies of muon injection into the (g � 2) storage ring (see Section 8.3.1).

8.2.4 Beam Polarization and Distribution

The distribution of horizontal components (x and z) of the polarization of magic-momentum
muons (�p/p = ±0.5%) in the STOP detector is shown in Fig. 8.11. The average polarization
is approximately 95%. This includes approximately 5% of muons with low polarization
origintating upstream of the START detector (see Fig. 8.4).

2For this we simulated three turns around the Debuncher Ring

accelerator: delivery ring

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%%

Accelerator Modifications!

:%21%

Lens%tested%at%%
required%12%Hz%rate%%

Exis;ng$pbar$target$ Li$lens$
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Accelerator Modifications!
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Exis;ng$pbar$target$ Li$lens$

264 BEAM RATE SIMULATIONS
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Figure 8.13: The normalised longitudinal distribution of the proton and muon populations
as a function of turn number in the Delivery Ring

• high quality muon beam 
polarization 0.95 

• muon momentum spread < 2% 

• no protons, no pions



inflector, kicker, scraping

120 STATISTICAL AND SYSTEMATIC ERRORS FOR E989

the statistics in the subsequent simulations, we start by modeling the stored distribution with
a polarized “muon gas” where we can then study the decays and detector acceptance and
response.

Combined, the above sequence nets a yield of nearly 1100 recorded positrons per fill,
each having an energy above the nominal threshold cut of 1.86 GeV, which maximizes the
experimental sensitivity figure of merit. The yield is not more than 1.1⇥10�9/pot. Therefore,
each stage of the simulation requires optimized tools and an interface to subsequent phases
through intermediate files. We note that full spin tracking is included. The following notes

Table 5.1: Event rate calculation using a bottom-up approach.
Item Factor Value per fill Note
Protons on target 1012 p 1
Positive pions captured in FODO, �p/p = ±0.5% 1.2⇥ 10�4 1.2⇥ 108 2
Muons captured and transmitted to SR, �p/p = ±2% 0.67% 8.1⇥ 105 3
Transmission e�ciency after commissioning 90% 7.3⇥ 105 4
Transmission and capture in SR (2.5± 0.5)% 1.8⇥ 104 5
Stored muons after scraping 87% 1.6⇥ 104 6
Stored muons after 30 µs 63% 1.0⇥ 104 7
Accepted positrons above E = 1.86 GeV 10.7% 1.1⇥ 103 8

Fills to acquire 1.6⇥ 1011 events (100 ppb) 1.5⇥ 108 9
Days of good data accumulation 17 h/d 202 d 10
Beam-on commissioning days 150 d 11
Dedicated systematic studies days 50 d 12
Approximate running time 402± 80 d 13
Approximate total proton on target request (3.0± 0.6)⇥ 1020 14

explain entries in Table 5.1:

1. We assume a 0.15 mm spot size at the final focus of the M1 line on the target and an
average proton pulse flux of 1012 from the Recycler, after a 4-fold split of the injected
batch from the Booster.

2. MARS calculation. Assumes the (improved) proton spot size on target of 0.15 mm,
which increased the yield compared to the measured rates at 0.5 mm spot size. Assumes
40⇡-mm-mrad emittance. Measurement verifies yield of positive particles. Simulation
shows that 45% are pions. The target yield is assumed to be optimized by adjustments
of the geometry compared to that in the CDR. Combined optimizations increased yield
by the factor 1.35 compared to the CDR.

3. This is a multistep, full G4beamline simulation including all elements from the begin-
ning of the M2 FODO, the bend to M3, three revolutions of the Delivery Ring, and
transport along M5 to the last quad prior to the Storage Ring. Spin tracking gives a
muon polarization average of 95%. Pions are assumed to have decayed; protons are
kicked away in the DR from their time-of-flight lag.



muon beam distribution



NMR probes in a trolley



shimming
~1 year to shim	


independent shimming for	

- dipole	

- quadrupole	

- sextupole



detectors: tracker, calorimeter

energy and hit time



added tracking



Time [ns]
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1 White Wrapping With Beam
Black Wrapping with Beam
Laser Pulse - Diffuser
Laser Pulse - Sphere

calorimeter
segmented (6x9) PbF2 calorimeter 
with SiPM readout (Hamamatsu) 
Cerenkov light 
PMT-like pulse shape



waveform digitizers
800 MHz in uTCA crate 

excellent pile-up resolution

WFD System 
Refresher

✤ uTCA-based system"

✤ WFDs implemented as AMCs"

✤ MCH (commercial) manages 
crate and provides ethernet 
and IPMI connectivity"

✤ AMC13 (CMS/BU) coordinates 
data read-out, distributes clock 
and synchronous signals

!3

WFD1 Prototype

Master FPGA

Channel"
FPGA

DDR SDRAM

ADC

Connector for"
Input Mezzanine

Clock"
Synth

Management"
MC (back)

!10



experiment status:

going forward rapidly.



experiment under construction



big move, BNL to Fermilab











ring re-assembly
cool-down & ramp-up in Spring 2015



calorimeter at SLAC
energy resolution 

timing resolution 

energy scale linearity 

energy scale stability 

PMT-like pulse shape



tracker at Fermilab
working prototype 

drift time 

track reconstruction

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%% 39%

ωa measurement!

24%(PbF2%+%SiPM)%calorimeters% 3%[9%%(u,v)%planes]%straw%trackers%

2

Tracker prototype test beams



kicker at Cornell
triaxial Blumlein line 

new kicker electrode geometry

quads at BNL
increased HV (higher tune)

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%%

New Kicker Magnet!

:%30%

476.03.06.03 Quadrupoles

Key elements of ESQ: 

four metal plates (1) under HV 1

2233 3344 44

potential to produce electrostatic 

quadrupole vertically focusing field in 

the 9-mm-diameter storage region in 

the g 2 storage ring

1 122 2255

the g-2 storage ring.
1

33 3344 44

(1) plates, (2) HV standoffs, (3) trolley rails, (4) adjustment 

screws, (5) vacuum chamber 

Baseline plan:
• Reuse E821 quadrupoles
• Refurbish
• Upgrade to higher voltage

6

Vladimir Tishchenko                      Muon g-2 Independent Design Review & Director's Review of CD-2/3 Readiness   June 17-19, 2014

Upgrade to higher voltage
• Modify Q1 
• Minor design changes



trolley at ANL
position reproducibility

NMR probes at UW
frequency resolution 

frequency stability (temp, …) 

zero crossings (E821) → digitization

and many others …



g – 2 summary

• precision measurement of g – 2 

• 4 times better than the previous BNL experiment  
0.54 ppm -> 0.14 ppm 

• test of Standard Model, sensitive to New Physics 

• taking data in early 2017


